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Help Your Cat PURRFORM His Best!  Research has proven that you can make your cat smarter.

Whether your cat is gifted or intellectually challenged, you can help him become a certified

Felinestein -- a more effective communicator, better problem solver, and faster learner.   Felinestein

includes 100 games and activities, some for every type of owner and every personality of cat, that

will get your cat exploring, thinking, and making decisions. Incorporating just a few of these

challenges into your cat's life will spark his brain power and enrich his life. Most importantly, it will

help the two of you bond on a whole new level.
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This book has some interesting ideas about how to increase your cat's intelligence, but.... I guess

my cat is just a big dummy. I don't think any of the techniques worked. I'm just proud of having

taught my cats how to open doors.... but this book would make an excellent gift for your cat-loving

friends who has everything.

Love it. Very informative and entertaining. Found out I have a very intelligent cat.Many things I can

put into practice right away. I recommend this book to all cat owners.

If you're like me, and you demand excellence from your pets, FELINESTEIN is the perfect guide.

For many years I suspected that my cat wasn't living up to his potential. He would do little more than

sleep on the windowsill and lick himself occasionally; he was using large quantities of catnip; he

stopped associating with other cars; and he lost all interest in his favorite toys--the scratching post



and the little rubbery thing on the end of a stick. I suspected that, deep down, he wanted more out of

his life. He was tired of the humdrum existence, but was unable to express himself clearly. Now,

after just six months of using the puzzles in this book, my cat can open doors, flush toilets, play

hide-and-seek, operate the remote control, and even has a rudimentary understanding of the

answering machine. He shows more self-assuredness now with other cats, and--with his added

confidence--has apparently impregnanted many of the neighborhood she-cats who previously

wouldn't look at him. The book is by no means a guidebook to TRAINING your cat; so, rest assured,

your felinestein will remain as independent as ever. In fact, now that my cat can open doors, I

haven't actually seen him for several days. I know he's in the house, because he goes through the

refrigerator at night, and sometimes leaves a mess in the kitchen. But this is a small price to pay for

the satisfaction of knowing that your cat is happier, more fulfilled, and better equipped for his life,

both on the windowsill and out in the world.

Super cute gift - and true.

I bought this hoping to get some ideas on how to mentally stimulate my very intelligent cat.

Unfortunately, this book really isn't useful unless you're a total cat novice. It gives really basic ideas

about how to play with your cat, but if you've had cats before they're kind of "Well duh!" ideas. It's

not a BAD book, just not what I needed.
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